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With 12 key scenes from the movie, this calendar features plenty of shots of stars Daniel Radcliffe

as Harry, Emma Watson as Hermoine,and Rupert Grint as Ron. Perfect for your favorite young

wizard!
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This is a really beautiful calendar. The pictures are stunning and all have a matching quote from the

book. The lower part of the calendar continues the Harry Potter theme including small pictures of

things like galleons and wands. Two of the best pictures are of Dumbledore visiting Harry in the

infirmary & Harry's first flying lesson, but they're all fantastic. The calendar blocks are a very light

tan color and will make anything written their very easy to read. A great purchase for any Harry

Potter fan.

This calendar is a great one. It have great pictures of the motion picture; the great hall, Gringott's

Bank, the libiary, Madam Hooch, Professor Qurriel, Hagrid, Dumbuldore ect. and in the photo apear

lines about the picture taken from the book.It's a great gift for birthday, holiday or whatever reason

for a great Harry Potter FAN.

This calender is for all Harry Potter fans. It has an old, kind of wizarding background on each page.

The pictures capture exciting moments and leave you wanting to see more action. The colors of the

calender set a calm and relaxing mood.For each day, there is a box with an old-stone-wall



background. There is plenty of space for you to record all of your appointments and dates. The

boxes aren't enormous, though, so don't think that the boxes look ugly.If you're a Harry Potter fan or

if you are a lover of "*magic*", then i suggest this incredible calender.

This calender is for all Harry Potter fans. It has an old, kind of wizarding background on each page.

The pictures capture exciting moments and leave you wanting to see more action. The colors of the

calender set a calm and relaxing mood.For each day, there is a box with an old-stone-wall

background. There is plenty of space for you to record all of your appointments and dates. The

boxes aren't enormous, though, so don't think that the boxes look ugly.If you're a Harry Potter fan or

if you are a lover of "*magic*", then i suggest this incredible calender.

Cool, finally another calendar iu bought the 2001 calendar and it was pretty amazing but now you

can see real life pictures I'm not losing this chance to start the 2002 with the right broom:)
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